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This is professional iWisoft SWF to video converter. You can convert FLASH SWF videos to AVI, MOV, MP4, M4V, MPG, 3GP, TV, VOB, and many other
video formats, audio formats, video resolutions, with high speed and great output quality. You can convert without parameter. or set output video
parameters such as codec, size, quality, bitrate, frame rate, encoder, audio format, video size, bitrate, frame rate, video size, audio bitrate, video

quality, encoder (AVI, MPG, WMV, MPEG, MOV, RM, RMVB, DAT, MP4, FLV, MKV, M2TS, AC3, AAC), and output audio format (MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, FLAC,
AC3). The flash videos support to be compatible with iWisoft video software or iWisoft FLV Player. Key Features: * support flash videos. * can convert
flash videos to nearly all kinds of videos. * can choose and change the output video formats. * can convert flash videos to AVI, MOV, MP4, 3GP, FLV,

MKV, M2TS, AC3, AAC, FLAC, MP3, WMA and WAV. * can choose the output video codec, size and quality and other parameters. * can adjust the
parameters and the detail settings. * can convert flash videos to many audio formats. * can output the audio in the video. * input and output videos are

displayed in list. * can import many kinds of video files. * can import the videos from the digital cameras, camcorder and microphone. * can save the
output files into different formats, and you can choose the output folder. * can automatically extract the thumbnails of the videos. * can preview the

converted videos and choose the quality of each clip. * can merge the videos into one file. * can set the output title and description. * can set the output
frame rate, bit rate, encoder, audio format, video size and audio bitrate. * can choose the output folder and output path for the videos. Note: 1.This is a

free software, not a video converter. 2.This is a desktop (Windows) application. 3.It can convert the SWF videos to other formats, e79caf774b

This is the latest version of the software. Don’t download previous versions if you want the best. Easy to use SWF to Video Converter: This easy to use
and intuitive SWF to Video Converter not only convert from Flash SWF to video but also can convert from streaming SWF to

video/AVI/FLV/MP4/MOV/MPEG/AVI/VOB/WMV/MP3/WMA/3GP/3GP2/Ogg/Mpg, etc. and vice versa. For conversions, the user can choose output resolution
and frame rate. The user can also set the video frame rate, bit rate and audio audio codec. Convert FLV to SWF: 1. Load the FLV file to SWF. 2. Click the
convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful FLV to SWF converter) Convert H.264/MP4 to SWF: 1.Load the H.264/MP4 file to SWF. 2.Click

the convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful H.264/MP4 to SWF converter) Convert SWF to H.264/MP4: 1.Load the SWF file to SWF.
2.Click the convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful SWF to H.264/MP4 converter) Convert FLV to AVI: 1. Load the FLV file to SWF.

2.Click the convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful FLV to AVI converter) Convert H.264/MP4 to AVI: 1.Load the H.264/MP4 file to SWF.
2.Click the convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful H.264/MP4 to AVI converter) Convert FLV to MP3: 1.Load the FLV file to SWF.

2.Click the convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful FLV to MP3 converter) Convert H.264/MP4 to MP3: 1.Load the H.264/MP4 file to
SWF. 2.Click the convert button to start the conversion. (This is a powerful H.264/MP4 to MP3 converter)
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iWisoft Flash SWF to Video Converter is a powerful tool for converting Flash SWF to video with high quality ( mpg, avi, mpeg, asf, wmv, wav, mp3, aac,
m4a, wma, wav, ram, tta, ogg, 3gp, rm, axa, m4p, mka, m4v, oga, 3g2, mkv, mpeg2, mp4, rmvb, avi, divx, ipod, mjpg, mts, wmv, ogm, rm, wma and

avi).You can also directly convert SWF to MP4, MOV, WMV, 3GP, 3G2 etc. The SWF to video Converter can easily convert almost all flash SWF files to any
video format including H.264 and H.265.. iWisoft Flash SWF to Video Converter is different from any other Flash SWF to video converter in the market,

with its unique features and performance. 1. Import SWF with parameter settings or let the program to detect and optimize the SWF automatically If you
have Flash SWF files you want to convert to video, you can directly choose them from your computer, or right click on the SWF file to tell the program to

detect your Flash SWF files. You can also import SWF with parameter settings. A lot of parameter settings will help you output video file with high
quality. 2. Split video and audio iWisoft Flash SWF to Video Converter can split your output video into several output files, you can even choose the
audio track to convert. 3. Set video parameters for high quality video After conversion, you can also set video parameters, such as crop size, aspect

ratio, frame rate, resolution, and bit rate. You can also adjust brightness, contrast, saturation or volume of audio tracks in output video. 4. Support batch
conversion You can convert a whole Flash SWF directory to video with a few clicks. In addition, you can also set one option to convert the SWF files in
sub-directories or files without sub-directories. 5. Output video to Facebook, Youku, YouTube You can also output the video to websites like Facebook,

Youku, YouTube, iTunes and so on. 6. Adjust video quality level i
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